We show that the decision problem for the class CO of all closed universal Horn formulae in prenex conjunctive normal form of extended Skolem arithmetic without equality (i.e. first order formulae built up from the multiplication sign, constants for the natural numbers and free occurring predicate symbols) is exponentially time bounded equivalent to the reachability problem for Petri nets if restricted to the class of formulae with (a) only monadic predicate symbols, with (6) only binary disjunctions in the quantifier free matrix and (c) without terms containing a variable more than once. We show that leaving out one of the restrictions (a) to (c) yields classes of formulae whose decision problem can assume any prescribed recursively enumerable complexity in terms of many-one degrees of unsolvability. Petri nets and Sknlem arithmetic 2. Prerequisites and notations 125 E. Bhger, H. Kleine Biking formulae in ESA n A ;&rose matrix is the conjunction of the following formulae (for some mdex sets Ji (1 s i s 6) and numbers Ai, . . . , F&J and such that a! is satisfiable iff for some i with where the Qj are mona,dic predicate symbols for 1 s j =S m, for bi,j, = 8 l 9 fj.k.i.2 Qre positive natural numbers. some m and the ai,i, Lemma 2. One can exhibit an exponential procedure associating to every ai occurring as component of the sequences p(a) constructed in Lemma 1 a Petri net Pai and markings a,,, bai such that ai is satisfiable iff aai does not reach bai in Pai. Lemma 3. There is a polynomial associating to any finite sequence ((PI, a 1, bl),   (P2, a2, b2) , . . . 9 UT, a, b,) ) of Petri nets Pi with markings ai, bi (1 G i s r) a Petri net P with markings a, b such that a +p b ifl Vi ( 16 i 6 r ) : ai -pi bi.
Introduction
In the course of various attempts to solve the reachability problem for Petri nets' by describing it thr ough logical formulae in classes with recursively solvable decision problem we found an interesting class of formulae whose decision problem not only incorporates the reachability problem bue is exponentially time bounded reducible to it and which cannot be extended in its expressive power with respect to certain well known criteria of logical complexity of formulae without yielding a class with recursively unsolvable-even arbitrarily Fomplex recursively enumerable-decision problem.
The class mentioned is a subclass of the extended Skolem arithmetic, i.e. of all first order logical formulae built up from individual variables, (constants for all) positive * A preliminary version of this work has appeared as number 2, July 1978 of the Berichte "Grundlagen der Mathematik und Informatik" of the RWTH Aachen.
' For terminology which is used but not explained in this introduction we refer the reader to Section 2 for explanations. 124 E. Btirger, H. Kleine Biking natural numbers, (a binary function symbol denoting) the multiplication sign and predicates symbois by means of propositional connectives and quantifiers ranging over the set N of positive natural numbers. Whereas Presburger arithmetic and Skolem arithmetic (see [7, 20] ) have a recursive decision problem, a very small subclass of extended Presburger arithmetic (containing in particular only one predicate symbol, a monadic one) has not as has been shown by Putnam [15] , Lifshitz [13] and Downey [8] . 0n the one hand one can adapt easily Downey's [8] proof to show an analogous result for extended Skolem arithmetic (see Theorem 0, Section 3).
On the other hand it is easy to apply the reduction method devised for other purposes independently by Aanderaa [l] and Bbrger [2,3] for a reduction of the reachability problem for Petri nets to the decision problem for a very small subclass So of extended Skolem arithmetic (Theorem 1, Section 3). This means that if the reachability problem for Petri nets is recursive, then So has a recursive decision problem whereas some extension of it has a non-recursive decision problem.
Assuming the hypothesis that the reachability problem for Petri nets is recursive we pursued the naturally arising question what would be then the exact boundary between decidable and undecidable cases in this context, or to say it in another way precisely what expressive means could still be added to those of the formulae in So without losing the algorithmic character of the decision problem resp. exactly what expressive means would be sufficient to yield a class of formulae with recursively unsolvable decision problem. We found a class of formulae of extended Skolem arithmetic determined by purely logical means-namely form of the prefix, propositional structure of the matrix, arity of the occurring predicates and form of the multiplicative terms -with the desired property: if certain natural restrictions on the logical complexity of the formulae are imposed, then a class results whose decision problem can be reduced by an exponentially time bounded procedure to the reachability problem for Petri nets and vice versa (Theorem 2 and Main Theorem A); if these restrictions are lacking classes of formulae result whose decision problems can assume arbitrarily given r.e. complexity in terms of many-one degrees of unsolvability (Theorems 3 to 5 and Main Theorem B).
The @n of the paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews some definitions and prerequisites which are borrowed from recursion theory and logic. Section 3 gives the class of formulae with decision prob!em exponentially time bounded reducible to the reachability problem. (For shortness we abbreviate exponentially time bounded procedure in the following mostly by exponential procedure.) Theorem 2 is the most difhcult part of the paper. It consists mainly of 2 steps: first we effect logical transformations which conserve satisfiability resp. unsatisfiability and then give an interpretation of 'the resulting formulae as statements about accepting firing sequences in corresponding Petri nets. In Section 4 we prove the undecidability results by reducing the initialized halting problem of register machines resp. the word problem for RPCF-calculi to the decision problem of the respective classes of formulae.
Petri nets and Post factor replacement systems
A Petri net (see [9] ) is a bipartite graph, i.e. a graph whose set of nodes is partitioned into two subsets, called the set of @aces V = (PI, . . . , pn} and the set of transitions T = (tl, . . . , t,,,}, each arc connecting only nodes of different type. Pred(ti) (resp. SUCC(ti)) denotes the set of places pi such that there exists an arc connecting pj t0 Zi (resp. ti t0 pj).
A marking (or state) of a Petri net (V, T) is a mapping M : V + iV from the set of places into the set N of natural numbers; we represent it also by a vector with cardinality of V and natural numbers as components.
A transition ti is firable for a given marking M in a net N as above iff, for every place pj in N, M(pj) 2 (number of arcs connecting pi to l,). A marking M' is reached (or obtained) from h4 by firing ti iff ti is firable for M in N and, for every place pj of N, M'(pi) = M(pj) -(numbers of arcs connecting pj to ti) + (numbers of arcs connecting ti to pi).
A firing sequence accepted by a Petri net N = (V, T) for a marking M is any string u= t. . . . ti, out of tij E T such that there are markings MO, . . , , A& with MU = M, whelfe tij is firable for Mj-1 in N and Mj is obtained from Mj-1 by firing [ii (1 s j 6 r).
A marking M' is called reachable from M iff there exists a firing sequence accepted by N for M as above with M, = M', written as M +N M'. The set of all pairs (M, M') such that M +N M' is also called the word problem of N.
The reachabihty problem is the question whether or not there exists an algorithm which checks for arbitrarily given Petri nets N and arbitrary markings M, M' of N if M' is in the reachability set R(M, N).
There is a strikingly simple mathematical description of Petri nets in terms of Post canonical forms which we will use for our proofs. A restricted Post canonical form (called also RPCF calculus) P is a Post normal calculus over a one letter alphabet (i.e. over the natural numbers I, II, III, III', . . .) with only one-premise and one-variable rules, that is we can represent such a calculus without loss of generality by a finite set of rules of form
where ai, bi, ci, di are natural numbers with 0 G ai, bi and 1 G ci, di for 0 G i s r. Such a rule ai + ciX + bi + diX is said to derive a number b in one step from a number a iff there is a natural number x0 such that a = ai + cixo and b = bi + dixo; one says that P derives b from a-written as a +p b-iff starting from a by a finite number of applications of rules in P one obtains b. The word problem for RPCF-calculi P is defined as the set of all pairs (a, b) such that a +p b. RPCF-calculi have been studied by Hosken [IO] , where it has been shown that there are such calculi with non recursive word problem. That in fact the word as well as the halting and the confluence problem of such calculi can assume independently of each other arbitrary recursively enumerable complexity-in terms of many-one degrees-has been shown by Hughes [ll] and Bijrger [S] and will be used for the proof of the Main Theorem B.
It has been observed by Hughes [ 121 that RPCF-calculi, where all the rules are of the form CiX + diX-the SO called Post factor replacervtent systems-correspond exactly to Petri nets in the sense that there is an exponential construction associating to every P'etri net N and every pair (Ml, A&) of markings of N, natural numbers A&, A& and a Post factor replacement system & such that and that vice versa one can associate polynomially to every Post factor replacement system P and numbers a, b a Petri net Np with markings a', 6of Np such that !J is derivable from a in P iff F can be reached from a' by l&.
(2)
In fact if IV has places qo, . . . , qn and transitions to, . . . , tm, let PO, . . . , pn be the first n -t 1 prime numbers and define for any marking Mof N its encoding fi by Let PN be the system of all rules 6 constructed in this way for every transition ti of N (0 s i s m). It is routine to verify equivalence (1) by induction on the length of the given firing sequence accepted by N for the marking M1 by which M2 is reached from Ml resp. on the length of the given &-deduction of A& from A&.
Conversely for any given Post factor replacement system P with rules c,X + d,X t 1 G j s n) and arbitrary numbers a, b let fl, . . . , fk be the set of all prime numbers occurring as factor of at least one of cj, di (1 G j s n) and define Np as Petri net with k places, say pl, . . . , pk, and all transitions t constructed in the following way: for every rule cX+dX in R with c =fi; l l l f& d =f,"; l v l f';:: define a transition t by and 11, arcs connecting pk, to f (1 c j 6 r) and ui arcs connecting t to p , ( 1 s j s s).
I 'or every number e =ftl l . l ff) with natural numbers bl, . . . , bk (eventually equal to 0) define the marking t? of Np by e'(@ := bj for 1 pi G k. (Without loss of generality one considers only numbers without prime factors different from f 19 ' . . , fk.) Again it is routine to verify equivalence (2). This equivalence between Petri nets and Post factor replacement systems is very useful in describing decision problems for Petri nets and will be used freely in the sequel without mentioning it further.
Recursion theory and logic
We borrow the usual recursion theoretical terminology from For the proof of Theorems 3 and 5 it is very convenient to use 2-register machines (see [14, 17] ), i.e. finite sets 1M of instructions Ti = (i, oi, i=, i') for 0 s i s r with elementary operations Oi = sk ('in state i, test the kth register, subtract 1 from it in the sense of -L and go to the instruction with number i= resp. if if the content of the kth register was 0 resp. different from 0', k = 1,2), oi = ak ('add 1 to the content of the kth register and go to the instruction with number 7, k = 1,2) or 0; = stop. It is assumed that i', if c r. Note that M effects a test only in sk-instructions (i.e. instructions 1i with Oi = sk) SO that in case oi = ak we assume i= = if, and i= = iz = i in case oi = stop.
A configuration C of 1M is a triple (i, a, b) of 'state' i (0 s i < r) and numbers a, b in the first resp. second register. For configurations C, C' of IM we write C +M C' iff M, started in configuration C reaches C' in a finite number of steps. A state i of 1M with Oi = stop is called a stop state of M, and it is said that 1M eventually halts when started in configuration C iff M reaches from C a configuration with stop state.
For the proof of the Main Theorem B we will use the fact that the initialized halting probfem-that is the set ((0, a, b) 1 M, starting in its initial state 0 with a resp. b in the first resp. second register, eventually reaches a stop state}-of 2-register machines 1M can assume arbitrary recursively enumerable complexity in terms of many-one degrees (see [S, 51) .
We borrow the usual logical terminology from Shoenfield [ 191. In the whole paper we will discuss only formulae of the extended Skolem arithmetic ESA without equality, i.e. formulae built up from multiplicative arithmetical terms and predicate symbols by means of propositional connectives and quantifiers over individual variables. The multipliwtive arithmetical terms are built up from individual variables
x, y, 2, Xl, l l l and constants c,, (standing for the positive natural number n) by means of a binary function symbol f (denoting multiplication over N). Since cn and f are always interpreted as n resp. ' l ' over b?, we will just write n instead of cn and tl t2 Qi has Si argument places-we mean a collection ) of si-ary relations )cli over N, and such a model is said to satisfy Q (or it is said that CY is true in the mod4) iff the arithmetical statement resulting from cy through interpretation of QF' by a?', f by ' l ', cm by n, where all quantifiers range over N, is a true statement. If there is a model satisfying a! we say that a! is satisfiable and write 'sfd. We say that Q! is (arithmetically) valid iff cy is true in every model for it. Note that a! is not satisfiable if 1 cy is valid.
By the decision problem for a class C of formulae in ESA we mean the question whether or not there exists an algorithm to check for an arbitrary formula in C whether it is satisfiable. In a more technical sense we identify the decision problem of a class C with the set of all satisfiable formulae in C.
When discussing models for formulae of ESA we usually intend by natural numbers only the positive natural numbers. We consider in particular the following measures of logical complexity for formulae: a formula is a Horn formula if it is in prenex conjunctive normal form, where no disjunction occurring in the quantifier free matrix contains more than one non-negated atomic formula, (see [19, p. 951 ). Let Monad be the class of all formulae containing only .monadic predicate symbols. Denote by Kr (resp. Ternary) the class of all Krom (resp. ternary formulae, i.e.) formulae in prenex conjunctive normal form, where no disjunction has more than two (resp. three) disjuncts (disjunction members). Denote by E" the class of all formulae without terms in which an individual variable occurs more than n times. Let II(tn, n&for any prefix (string of quantifiers) n and any m, n EN v{oo}-denote the class of all closed prenex formulae with prefix of the form I7 and with not more than rn monadic and not more than n binary and no other predicate symbol. We write also II(m) for n(m, O).,
IReachability problem and extended skolem arithmetic
We start by stating
Theorem 0. ESA restricted to closed prenex universal Horn formulae containing only one predicate symbol-a monadic one-has a recursively unsolvable decision problem.
This theorem can easily be proved by adapting Downey's [g] proof for the undecidability of extended Presburger arithmetic. This will not be done here since later on we will refine that result.
We now show how one can apply the reduction method devised for other purposes inciependently by Aanderaa [l] and Bijrger [Z, 31 for a reduction of the reachability problem for Petri nets to the decision problem for a very small subclass of the class mentioned in Theorem 0.
Theorem 1. The reachability problem (word problem) for Petri nets is exponentially reducible to the decision problem for the class SO of all formulae of form
x isr in ESA where Q denotes a monadic predicate symbol and a, b, ci, di, r are positive natural numbers.
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary Post factor replzcement system with rules sav ciX + diX for 1 G i s r and let a, b be arbitrary natural numbers. We construct a formula CY~,~,~ E SO of length polynomial in P such that the following equivalence holds:
Define CYJQ,~ as formula Ax. p, where p is the conjunction of the following formulae (0 denotes a monadic predicate symbol, the concatenation denotes multiplication of natural numbers): 
Theorem 2. The decision problem of the class of all prenex universal Horn formulae in ESA intersected with Kr n Monad n E' is exponentially reducible to the reachability problem (word problem) for Petri nets and therefore recursively solvable if the latter is.
Proof. We give our proof in 3 lemmata.
. There is a polynomial p associating to an arbitrary formulae cy of the kind considered in the statement of Theorem 1 a finite sequence p(o) = (a 1, . o . , CYI) of Indeed by combining Lemmata 1 to 3 one gets an exponential procedure associating to an arbitrary formula cy out of the class considered in the statement of the theorem formulae cyl, . . . , aI (Lemma l), Petri nets Pai with markings aai, bai (Lem:ma 2) and finally a Petri net P with markings a, b (Lemma 3) such that:
SffY iff Sfai for some 1 G i G 1 iff bai cannot be reached from aai in Pa, for some 1 G i s 1 iff b cannot be reached from a in P.
Therefore we only have to show Lemmata 1 to 3. Lemma 1 gives logical transformations to reduce the initially given formula to a normal form which is well suited for our construction of corresponding Petri nets in Lemma 2. Lemma 2 is the core and the -most difficult part of the proof. Lemma 3 is well known and has been stated only for reasons of completeness.
Proof of Lemma 1. We proceed by five steps, starting from an arbitrary formula cy of form AX, l l l Ax,, 6 with quantifier free p in conjunctive normal form containing predicate symbols Qi, . . . , Qp, a! EESAnKrnHfnMonadnE'.
Step by step we eliminate conjuncts of forms we do not wish to have to consider for our proof of Lemma 2. No step i + 1 will destroy the normal form cyfi' reached already by the preceding step. It is obvious (and wi!l not be mentioned any more) that our reduction processes can be realized by polynomials in the length of the formulae. At any step i we first formulate the goal cyti) before giving the reductions of CY('-') to Q(') with indications as to why (Y(~) is satisfiable iff CY(~-~) is. For heuristic reasons we discuss and write down 'disjunction' 6 v y as implications 16 + y.
For notational convenience we will write X, y, z for x1, x2, x3 resp. aild Qi to denote either Qi or lQi. Let a!@' = cy.
Step 1. Elimination of all conjuncts with both negative premisse and negative conclusion and reduction of all conjuncts in cy containing occurrences of more than one variable to one of the following forms:
Qjcx + Q;dxy, Qicx + Qkdy, Let y be an arbitrary conjunct of the matrix of ac, say y = Qjca + Qidw, where c, a' are positive natural numbers and VW is a product of variables out of x1, . . . , xm. We distrnguish three cases to effect the first reduction step.
C'ase 1. Neither cr nor w is an empty sequence. Let V(u) resp. V(w) be the set of variables occurring in u resp. w. In this case replace y by:
It is easily seen that these replacements preserve satisfiability and unsatisfiability. The same applies to the following replacements and will not ble mentioned any more Case 2. w is an empty sequence but u is not. In this case replace y by Qjcx + Qkd. Case 3. v is an empty sequence but w is not. In this case replace y by Qjc + QZdx.
Conjuncts y with more than one occurrence of variables and of form Qicv m;ry be replaced by Qjcx.
Step 2. Replacement of all conjuncts in a! (*I containing other variables th;:.n x by equivalent conjuncts with only variable x.
First of all replace all occlrrrences of variables in conjuncts of a(') with occurrences of only one variable by x ('renaming of bounded variables'). Therefore one has only to replace all conjuncts of one of the forms (4) of Step 1. Any conjunct of the last form Qjcxy + Qidxr in (1) may be replaced by Qjcx + Qkdy, one of the other three forms of (4). For those first three forms we proceed then as follows: Let ~1, . . . , ppI be all the primes occurring as factor in at least one of the terms in a.
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(a) For any conjunct y = Qcx + Qkdy introduce a new monadic predicate symbol QY and replace y by the conjunction 7 of the following formulae:
We now show that the original formula 6 is satisfiable iff the formula 5 resulting from S by the indicated replacement is satisfiable. First of all note that since we are considering only universal formulae, by the Los-Tarski theorem of mathematical model theory (see [19, p.761 ) any model for S resp. 8 yields a model, where the domain consists only of numbers with no prime factors other than ~1, . . . , pn. In the following we will consider only those models. The original formula S is : atisfiable iff the formula 6 resulting after the replacement af y by 7 is satisfiable. hIdeed as in (a), we have to consider only models over numbers containing no other prime factors than out of pl, . . . , pn. If @I, . . . , cc) is a model which makes S true, then (C 1, . . . , &~C,) makes 8 true, where Oy is interpreted by c\ defined by: Again the formula S before having replaced y by 7 is satisfiable iff gobtained from S by replacement of y by 9 is satisfiable, where as in (a) we can restrict attention to models over sets of numbers without prime factors not included in pl, . . . , pn. In fact if (sSt, . . . , Cr) is such a model where 6 is true, then (,&, . . . , C, CL,,) makes 8 true with the interpretation C, of QY defined by:
The other way round every model (21, . . . , c,, *jz,) making 8 true yields a model ( s--19 . . . , C,,) making S true.
Step 3. Eiimination of all con juncts in (Y '2'of one of the forms Qjcx or Qic + Qidx or Q,CX -, Q;d (i.e. of those conjuncts where precisely one disjunct contains a term containing the variable x) and of the quantifiers /\+ . . . f Ax,.
(a) Replace every conjunct Q\CX in cyt2' by the conjunction of Qic and all of Qicx + Qicpl x for 1 < I c n. Since we have to consider only models over sets of numbers which are products out of the factors pl, . . . , pn this replacement preserves (un)satisfiability. As a result of the preceding reduction steps 1 to 3 we have obtained a formula cyt3) with prefix AX, which is satisfiable iff a! is satisfiable and which contains only conjuncts, where either no variable occurs in the occurring terms or x (and no other variable) occurs in the terms of both premise and conclusion. Proof of Lemma 2. Let cy be an arbitrary one of the formulae ai constructed during the proof of Lemma 1 with conjuncts as indicated in the statement of Lemma 1. Let p1, ll 9 pn be all the prime numbers occurring as factors of at least one of the terms occurring in cy and Q1, . . . , Q, the predicate symbols occurring in cy. For 1 ~j s m and 1 G i s n let pi,pi, Zi, 2'9 fj, c, d be new and pairwise different prime numbers. We write x resp. x' for piI * l . pi, resp. piI l l l pi, whenever x = piI 9 l l pi, for 1 s We will construct a Post factor replacement system P-polynomially in the length of CY-such that the following equivalence holds :   and zjaj,iz@ik,[ f, d) . P 
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Such a construction yields already the claim of Lemma 2 since one has the following: (Vl<i<rVlejSri   (gi+hi,i) 
Lemma 4. There is a polynomial construction ussociating to any Post factor replacement system P aped numbers gi, hi,i (I s i g r, 1 S j S ri) a Post factor replixement system P' with numbers a ', b' such that the following equivalence holds:
Let us postpone for the moment the (easy) proof of Lemma 4 and concentrate first on the construction of P to a! satisfying the equivalence (5).
For every j E J3 let Pi be the set of all rules and fi resp. Pi the same with Zici,i,k resp. ZjEj,ik instead of Zici,i,k (k = l, 2 We now have to show that the equivalence (5) holds. From right to left we define predicates Qi for 1 s j G m over N by in P(( j, k) E Js, 1 s i s E(j,k) ).
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IUow assume that Oj(dj i 14) is true for some q E N and some j E J4 and SOIIX I&sQ and that Cj(d,,i,;b) is satisfied too. We derive a contradiction from that assumption-thus showing that all implications Qjdj,i,lX + lQ+Ij,i,zx for j E J,, 1~ i s Dj are verified by our interpretation. Our assumption means that for some k, I E J1 and some 1 s r s Ak, I s s s Al both Zkak,, +p Zjdj,i,lq and ZI al., +pZ'dj,i,2q hold, Since such deductions can contain only applkations of rules in P&S&) or 3",_,(( U, v) E Js), one obtains from that
in contradiction to our general assumption that in P one cannot derive c from any &ak,&aI,S with k, f E J1, 1SrsAk, last&. In a similar way one shows that all implications Qh,k.i,l X*lQ&fi,k,i,ZX fOr(j, k)EJb, l~i~F'tj,k, are satisfied. Indeed the assumption that for such a conjunct and some q E N both Ci(fi k ' Iq) and &(fiJ& are true implies that for some r, s E J1 and some 1 S II S A, . .L 1 G v s A, one has &z,, +PZjfj,k,i,lq and ZSaSVc *PZ&fi,k,i,Zq and therefore with rhe same argument as above
in contradiction to our general assumption that P does not derive d from any Z~,,&ZS,,. Thus (5) is proved from right to left. From left to right we assume that (Ci)is,n is a model over N which makes cy true. We first show the following:
Simulation lemma. Let P' be Pminus all the rules in Ei( j E J3) and Ei,k ((j, k) E J6). For every a, b E N such that no Zi, Zi, Zi divides a for 1 s i s m and every 1 s j, k s m, if

Zia "~1 Zkb and Ci( a) is true, then & (6) is true also.
The proof is by induction on the length t of the given deduction of Zkb from Zja in P'. For t = 0, b = a and j = k hold by the reflexivity of the relation -jp, whereas the induction step is 'assured by the conjuncts Qici,i,lx + Qici,i,zx resp. Qjej,k.i,lx + Q&'i,k,i,zX in Cy corresponding t0 the IIdeS ZiCi,i,lX + ZjCi,i,zX resp. zjej,k,i,Jx -) Zke,,k,i,2X in P'.
From the simulation lemma we get immediately that no Ziaj,i for j E J1, 1 s i s Ai can derive in P' -and therefore neither in P-any Zkbk,! for k E J2, 1 S / C & Since  Gk ( bk,,) is false in the given model and Ci( a,,i) true.
Also the assumption that for some j, k E J1 and some 1 s i s Ai, 1 s I s Ak one ian derive c from Z'q&~~,I in P leads to a conrradiction: indeed in any such deduction all applications of rules in P' precede all applications of rules in P L P' ('elimination' rules); this means by the form of the rules in P-P' that there must be some a E W such that Zia&ak,~ derives in P' a number Z~~,S,&J&,2a (from which c is derived) for some r E J4, 16 s s D,; the simulation lemma then yields that bath i&(dr,,,la) arid Qr(dr,s,za) are true in the model (since Q(ahi) and Ok (Q are true): a contradiction to the conjunct in cy. Therefore no Z"aj,&ak,I can derive c in P.
By an analogous argument one shows the assumption to be contradictory that for for some 1 s i s r, 1 c j s ri and some xl,. . . , xi-19 xi+l,. l , , X? with gk *PX~, and by the form of the 'elimination' rules, i.e. those in P' -IJlsi<rFi), the latter holds iff g\l' . . . gy' + ..' b. Therefore the claim of Lemma 4 holds for a' := g:" 9 l l gr' and 1 lb 6. .-
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Using the same terminology we prove Lemma 3 along analogous lines: take the new Petri net P as defined by all rules in Pii' (1 G i G r) plus the rule b:" l l l b r' + b.
Then c *pi d iff cti' +Py) d(') and therefore iff &p.lbi forall N&r I as was to be shown. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
Combining Theorems 1 and 2 we have our 
Small undecidable srsrbciasses of extended skolem arithmetic
We show in this paragraph that deletion of the three restricting conditions occurring in Theorem 2 (binary disjunctions, monadic predicates, no 'exponential' terms) results immediately in clauses with non-recursive decision problems. Proof. We reduce the halting problem for regicster :machines to the decision problem of the class under consideration. The theorem then follows from the recursive undecidability of the halting problem for register machines. For technical convenience but without loss of generality (see Section: 2) we consider register machines with 2 registers. J ,et 1M be an arbitrary 'L-register machine program with instructions ri = 6, oi, i , i') for 0 c i G r and a, b arbitrary natural numbers. We construct effectively a formula an/l&[, in ESAn Hf n A (1)nTernaryn E' such that the following We have now to show the above equivalence. From left to right assume that M, started in the initial configuration Co with state 0, and a resp. b in the first resp. From right to left we assume that we have an aA6a.b is true. We first show the following:
interpretation 0 of Q ovec X such that
Simulation lemma. For any configuration C = (i, m, n) of M: if Co + M C, then a(pi2" 3") is true under the given interpretation.
The proof is by induction on the length of the given computation of M from Co to C. For t =0 the conjunct &+I assures that lia(~~2"3~) is true. If M reaches  C = (i, al, a2) in t steps and Cl = (i, m, n) from C in 1 step, then by induction hypothesis ~(pi2a13a2) is true, and the conjunct pi assures that then the truth of o(pj2"3") follows: in the case of an addition instruction 1i this is obvious; in the case 140 E. Biirger, H. Kleine Biining of an sk-instruction Ii = (i, Sk, i=, i') distinguish two cases as to whether a& = 0 or not, and if ak = 0 use the fact that by the conjunct &+2 resp. fir+3 a(5 l 2 l 2"') resp. 5(7 l 3 l 3"') is true.
The simulation lemma yields that M, started in Co, does not reach any stop configuration C = (i, m, n) because otherwise G(pi2"3") would be true contradicting the truth of the conjunct pi G 1Qpix. Proof. We reduce the word problem for restricted Post canonical calculi to the decision problem of the class considered here. The theorem then follows from the recursive undecidability of the word problem for such calculi (see Section 2).
Let P be an arbitrary RPCF-calculus with rules a, + ciX + bi + diX for 0 G i G r and let a, b be arbitrary natural numbers. We construct a formula CY~,,,~ c ESA n Hf n A (1)nKr such that the following equivalence holds:
This gives the desired reduction.
Define CYP,~,~ as Ax p with the conjunction p of the following formulae pi, i s r + 2 (Q denotes a monadic predicate symbol):
Pi~Q2alxCl+Q26iXdi
forO<i<r, P ,+1 = Q2", &+2 = 1Q2'.
We now have to show the above equivalence. From right to left one first shows the following:
Simulation lemma. If (c) is a model satisfying c@,,b over N, then for all n E N: if a + p n, then c(2") is true in the model.
The proof is by induction on the length ,' of the given deduction of n from a in P. For t = 0 the conjunct Q 2" assures what is needed. Let m be derived from a in t steps and n be derived from m in one step by application of the rule ai + CiX + bi + diX, i.e. m = iii + Cg?, n = bi + die for some e E N. By induction hypotheses 0(2"i'ci') is true; but since 2ai+cie = 2"i l (2e)ci, Q(2"i 9 (2e)ci) is true and therefore Q(zbi l (2e)di-by the, conjunct pi-9 and 2" l (2e)di = 2bi+die = 2?
The simulation lemma yields that if there is a model (a) satisfying a!P,,,b9 a cannot derive b by P since otherwise a(2b) would be true since bL(2") is true, in contradiction to the conjunct 1Q2' in ap,Q,b.
In the other direction we assume a 79 p b and define for e E N:
D(e): iff 3n EN: e = 2" and a ---+ n. P This yields a model satisfying cyp,,,b over N. In fact Q2" and 1Q26 are satisfied by reflexivity resp. assumption. If o(2"' 9 yp2") holds for some m E N and some i (0 s i G r), then by definition of c, there is some n such that m = 2" and a +p ai + n ' Cia But then also a +p bi + n l di since from ai + n 9 Ci f derives bi + n l di in one step. Therefore Q(2bi * (2n)di) is true as was to be shown.
Theorem 5. The decision problem of the class ESAn Hf n /\A (0, l)nKr n E' is recursively unsolvable.
Proof. As for Theorem 3 it is sufficient to construct for every 2-register machine M with instructions Ii (OS i c r) and arbitrary numbers a, b a formula CYm.a.6 E ESA n Hf n /\/\ (0,l)nKr n E' such that the following equivalence holds: M, started in the configuration Co = (0, a, b) with initial state 0 and a resp. b in the first resp. second register does not halt iff sfaM,a,b
Let Q be a binary predicate symbol, rl = 2, r2 = 3, denote by po, pl, p2, . . . the sequence of the natural prime numbers greater than 3 in order of magnitude and define aM,a,b as AX AY /3 with the conjunction p of all the pi (0~ i G r + 1) defined as follows: ~i~Q(pix,piy)~Q(pjx,pj3y) forIi= (La2,j,i From right to left we first show by induction on the length of M-computations starting with Co = (0, a, b) that in any model (Q) satisfying a&&b,=, Q(pi2', pi3') holds for all (i, p, a) with Co +M (i, p, a) . This is routine. But if then (Q) is a model for hf,a,b, A4 cannot reach a stop configuration (i, p, a) when started in Co because otherwise Q(pi2', pi3') would be true, in contradiction to the conjunct pi s 1Q(pi& piy ) of ~M,a,b* Theorems 3 and 4 generalize Theorem 0. The last three theorems hold in the stronger sense that Kalmar elementary subclasses of the classes considered there can assume arbitrarily prescribed complexity in terms of recursively enumerable complexity of many-one degrees.
Main Theorem B. One can exhibit effective procedures associating to every nonrecursive recursively enumerable many-one degree d Kalmar-elementary subclasses C of any of the classes of negations of formulae described in Theorems 3,4, and 5 such that the class of all arithmetically valid formulae in C is of recursively enumerable many-one degree d.
The proof of Main Theorem B follows from Theorems 3-5 by a method devised in [6] which may be consulted for details. In [ll] resp. [4, 5] it is shown that one can associate effectively to ever); non-recursive recursively enumerable many-one degree d a restricted Post canonical form P resp. a 2-register machine M such that their word resp. initialized halting problem have many-one degree d. The construction of Theorems 3-5 provides for P resp. 1M a class C of formulae such that the subclass of all arithmetically valid formulae in C has the same many-one degree as the given word resp. halting problem of P resp. 1M. In fact-using the notations of the proofs for Theorems 3 to 5-M with input (0, a, 6) eventua!ly halts iff a&&a& is arithmetically unsatisfiable iff TQ! M,a,b is an arithmetically valid formula, i.e. true under all arithmetical interpretations. Similarly a + b iff ap,,,b is arithmetically unsatisfiable iff TQ! p,a,b is arithmetically valid. This establishes the claim of the main theorem with C = {l(YM,,a,b 1 a, b E N} resp. C = {la&&b 1 a, b E N}.
RemarIc. Since there are universal RPCF-calculi there is a k such that the class ck := ESA n Hf n A (1)nKr n Ek has a recursively unsolvable decision problem. By Theorem 2 we only known that 1~ k. The prospects to determine the exact value of k such that all C, with 1 c k have solvable and all other unsolvable decision problem are gloom. By our methods such a k would correspond more or less to the number of states of a universal 2-register machine. 
